Abstract-Cluster analysis plays a very important role in data analysis. In these years, cluster ensemble, as a cluster analysis tool, has drawn much attention for its robustness, stability and accuracy. Many efforts have been done to combine different initial clustering results into a single clustering solution with better performance. However, they neglect the structure information of the raw data in performing the cluster ensemble. In this paper, we propose a Structural Cluster Ensemble (SCE) algorithm for data partitioning formulated as a set-covering problem. In particular, we construct a Laplacian regularized objective function to capture the structure information among clusters. Moreover, considering the importance of the discriminative information underlying in the initial clustering results, we add a discriminative constraint into our proposed objective function. Finally, we verify the performance of the SCE algorithm on both synthetic and real data sets. The experimental results show the effectiveness of our proposed SCE algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION

D
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segmentation [3] , image retrieval [4] and data compression [5] . It aims to find the underlying structure of a given dataset based on various criteria, obtaining "the proper" clustering result. Compared with supervised learning [6] - [9] , clustering analysis always has no prior information which increases its difficulty to divide data into several clusters.
During these decades, lots of clustering algorithms [10] - [15] have been proposed to solve this hard problem, including K-means, Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), spectral clustering [16] and hierarchical clustering algorithm, etc. However, for the same dataset, different clustering methods or even the same method with different parameters usually produce different clustering results (or partitions). Single-run clustering algorithms are unstable and heavily depend on the dataset. Therefore, we can not obtain the satisfactory clustering results of all types of datasets only by using a single clustering algorithm.
There are many feasible approaches to improve the performance of clustering analysis. Among them, cluster ensemble is an effective and mostly used approach. Particularly, cluster ensemble combines the multiple clustering solutions into a single consensus one, and has two main steps: obtaining initial partitions with all kinds of clustering algorithms and integrating all partitions into a new partition which is the final result. Fig. 1 gives the whole framework of cluster ensemble [17] . In the first step, different clustering algorithms are used to obtain the initial partitions of the raw data. In the second step, a heuristic method [18] or consensus function [19] - [21] can be used to obtain a final partition with higher consistency and stability. Despite the low performance of weak clustering algorithms, Topchy et al. showed that an effective and stable partition can be produced if a proper consensus function can be used to perform cluster ensemble [22] , [23] . Kuncheva and Hadjitodorov [24] discussed the importance of diversity in generation step and proposed a variant of the generic ensemble
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method where the number of clusters is chosen randomly for every initial partition. From its experimental results, we can see its capability of achieving a better match with the known cluster label. Inspired by these works, we in this paper use the Max-Min Distance Algorithm (MMDA) [25] to obtain different initial clustering results. MMDA can be regarded as a weak clustering method and has low time complexity. Furthermore, we choose different number of clusters closing to the final number of clusters for increasing the diversity in partitions when producing every ensemble member.
In order to make use of the information provided by different initial partitions, many ensemble methods were proposed to obtain consensus clustering, including relabeling and voting [26] , constructing co-association matrix [27] , employing graph and hypergraph [28] and other methods [29] . However, they neglect the structure information of the raw data in performing the cluster ensemble. Motivated by this problem, we in this paper propose a Structural Cluster Ensemble (SCE) algorithm to perform data partitioning. Particularly, we first formulate the cluster ensemble problem as a set-covering one. For making the most use of the information provided by the initial partitions and obtaining high quality fusion result, a Laplacian matrix is constructed by using the similarity between initial clusters. Furthermore, the corresponding Laplacian regularization is added to the objective function for capturing the manifold structure lying in the raw data [30] . Besides, we take the discriminative information among the raw data into account. It can guarantee the clusters we chosen have high dispersion degree. In our experiments, we use the Minimum Sum-of-Squares Clustering (MSSC) criterion to evaluate the performance of our method. Experimental results reveal the effectiveness of our proposed. The contributions of this paper are as follows:
1) We propose a structure cluster ensemble method to partition the raw data. This method can capture the structure information of the raw data by optimizing a manifold regularized objective function. 2) We use the discriminative information among the raw data in performing cluster ensemble. It is implemented by constraining the inter-class distance of the initial clusters in our proposed objective function. Many cluster ensemble methods overlook the discriminative information of the raw data. 3) Our proposed structure cluster ensemble method is an effective and robust one. Experimental results on synthetically generated data and real data sets demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed SCE method. The rest of this paper is arranged as below: Section 2 gives the formal definition of cluster ensemble and reviews several representative cluster ensemble methods. Section 3 describes the set partition problem and our proposed SCE algorithm. The experimental results on both synthetic and real datasets are presented in Section 4. The paper is briefly concluded in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORK
Cluster ensemble is an important method for improving clustering performance. Recently, many cluster ensemble algorithms have been proposed and applied for many areas including image segmentation [31] , data mining [10] and so on [32] , [33] . Before reviewing the related work, we first give a brief description of cluster ensemble.
Let X = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n } represents a set of n objects in a d-dimensional space. A clustering algorithm regards X or part of X as input and outputs k clusters about n objects in X. To perform cluster ensemble, multiple clustering results need be obtained by implementing a single clustering algorithm several times or multiple clustering algorithms on the raw data. Let P = {P 1 , P 2 , ..., P M } denotes the M initial clustering results. Each component partition in P is a set of nonoverlapping and finite clusters with
, and k i is the number of clusters in the i-th partition. We assume that P j (x i ) denotes a label assigned to x i in the j-th partition and c j i represents the center of the cluster C j i . The purpose of cluster ensemble is to find a more robust and effective partition P * of the data X that summarizes the information from partitions in P, where
.., C * k * } and k * is the final number of clusters. Next, we review some recent developments on cluster ensemble.
The first step in cluster ensemble is to obtain the initial partitions. Many methods have been used to produce the base pool of the initial clustering results. In fact, they can be categorized into four subcategories, which are given below.
• Using different subsets or features of objects to produce different partitions [18] .
• Projecting the data to subspaces, such as projecting to 1-dimension [22] .
• Changing the initialization or the number of clusters of a clustering algorithm [34] .
• Using different clustering algorithms to produce initial clustering results for combination [26] .
The most challenging task in performing cluster ensemble is how to implement the second step. Generally speaking, it aims to find an appropriate consensus function which can improve the results of the individual clustering algorithm. Many works have been done to combine different partitions for obtaining consensus partition.
The relabeling and voting method [35] is a direct way to obtain consensus partition. Relabeling is to solve the problem of correspondence between two clusterings, then a voting mechanism is adopted to determine the final partition. In the process of relabeling, all the ensemble members must be relabeled based on a single reference partition which can be chosen from initial partitions or be generated by a single clustering algorithm. Unfortunately, using relabel to solve correspondence can make unsupervised cluster ensemble difficult. Fischer and Buhmann [32] proposed a modified relabeling and voting method to combine the ensemble members. The correspondence problem between clusterings is solved through a maximum-likelihood problem employing the Hungarian algorithm. After relabeling, the cluster membership of each object can be assigned by a voting procedure. The simplicity and easy to implement are the advantages of these methods. However, the time complexity of the Hungarian algorithm is O(k 3 ) which results in the high computational cost in combing different partitions, where k is the number of clusters in consensus partition. Besides, in their works, the number of clusters in each clustering is assumed to be same and equals to the number of clusters in the final consensus partition which is a strong restriction to solve the problem of cluster ensemble.
Unlike the relabeling and voting methods, co-association methods need not consider the label correspondence between clusterings. It estimates the pairwise similarity among data points by counting the number of clusters shared by two objects in all partitions. The used co-association matrix is defined as
and P m (x i ) denotes the label assigned to x i in the m-th partition. Note that the values of the matrix S ranges from 0 to 1, and the matrix S can be regarded as a similarity matrix between a pair of objects in dataset. The co-association matrix can be used to recluster the data points by employing any similarity-based clustering algorithm [36] - [39] . In general, "cutting" similarity matrix at a fixed threshold [27] or employing a single link algorithm and cutting the correspondence dendrogram at a certain similarity degree [24] is a common method to obtain a final partition. Considering that the traditional co-association matrix utilizes only cluster-data point relations, Iam-On et al. in their work proposed a linkbased approach by adding the information among clusters in a refined co-association matrix [40] . Although Iam-On's work have given a better performance than previous co-association matrix based methods, it only uses the similarity of clusters in one initial partition, and leads to a refined co-association matrix with much redundant information. To alleviate this problem, Hao et al. further proposed to refine the similarity matrix based on the similarity of clusters among all the initial partitions for reducing redundant information [41] .
Many algorithms about cluster ensemble make use of graph or hypergraph based representations to obtain the final consensus partition. The idea of these algorithms is to construct a graph or hypergraph based on ensemble members, and then employ graph partitioning algorithms to solve the cluster ensemble problem. Strehl and Ghosh [42] proposed three graph based models to combine multiple partitions. The Cluster based Similarity Partitioning Algorithm (CSPA) uses the coassociation matrix to generate a graph that the vertices are objects in a given dataset and the edge weights between vertices are the similarity degree of them. After that, it uses the graph partition package METIS to partition the graph. The second model, Hypergraph Partitioning Algorithm (HGPA), constructs a hypeygraph using the clusters of ensemble members and all hyperedges are considered to have the same weight. Then the hypergraph partitioning package is used to obtain a consensus partition. Furthermore, Meta Clustering Algorithm (MCLA) uses the hypergraph grouping and collapsing operations which can give a soft assignment for each object in the dataset. Fern and Brodley presented a bipartite graph partitioning algorithm [43] which solves the cluster ensemble problem by reducing it to a graph partitioning problem. This method uses both objects and clusters in the initial partitions to construct a bipartite graph and partitions the graph by a traditional graph partitioning technique.
Topchy et al. [44] defined category utility function to measure the similarity between two partitions. For two partitions
.., C j kj }, the category utility function is given below:
where ρ(C 
Wu et al. [45] used a K-means-based Consensus Clustering (KCC) utility function to combine different clustering results. Analoui and Sadighian [46] have presented a probabilistic model by a finite mixture of multinomial distributions in a space of clustering, where the consensus partition is obtained as the solution of a maximum likelihood estimation problem. Besides these, Alizadeh proposed a cluster ensemble selection mechanism by using a new cluster stability measure which was named Alizadeh-Parvin-Moshki-Minaei criterion (APMM) [47] . The framework of this work is to select as ensemble members a part of the initial partitions which satisfy APMM, and then find the final solution by using a coassociation matrix based method.
Christou [34] proposed the EXAct Method-based Cluster Ensemble (EXAMCE) algorithm based on the set partition problem which is direct to optimize the original objective function of cluster. It restricts the indictor matrix in the set partition problem consisting of the clusters in the base clustering results and converts it into a cluster ensemble problem. EXAMCE can guarantee its optimal solution is at least as good as any clustering results in the base clusterings. However, it just modifies the indictor matrix and overlooks the structural information underlying in the initial partitions. Besides, it neglects the discriminative information lying in the raw data.
III. OUR PROPOSED STRUCTURE CLUSTER ENSEMBLE
In the following subsection, we first present the set partition problem. Then we formulate the cluster ensemble as a manifold regularized set-covering problem with a discriminative constraint, followed by our proposed SCE algorithm.
A. Set partition problem
As we all know, data clustering is to divide the data into k clusters, which is equivalent to choose k subsets from the data set such that any two subsets have no intersection and the union of all the subsets is the original data set. Merle et al. [48] looked on the MSSC problem as a set partition one and formulated it as
where
n×N is an indicator matrix with value 0 or 1, the columns of matrix A indicate each subset of the raw data and the value 1 means that the point belongs to this cluster, N = 2 n − 1 represents the number of subsets of data except empty set, e is an n-dimension vector of ones. Note that the binary set x is the solution vector, and the value of the i-th element in x equals to 1 if the subset corresponding to the i-th column of A is chosen at the best clustering result and 0 otherwise. c i = c(a i ) is the cost of the i-th subset in matrix A and its definition is given below:
and C i represents the i-th subset. From the formulation (1), we can see that the objective function is direct to minimize the total cost of chosen clusters. The first constraint is to ensure each point belongs to one and only one cluster, and the second constraint represents the number of clusters is k. It is easy to verify that there is no influence on the optimal solution by changing the equality constraints in the formulation (1) to inequalities:
and
Next we give a simple explanation of the invariance property of the solution. For a solution of the set partition problem, if some rows are satisfied as Ax > e, it means that the data point corresponding to the row belongs to more than one cluster (denoted by C 1 and C 2 for clarity). Then we can obtain a solution with a more lower objective function value by replacing C 1 with a cluster containing all points of C 1 expect the point corresponding to the row. Note that the solution must exist since the indicator matrix A contains total clusters. If any solution has m clusters and m is lesser than k, we can choose k −m points randomly from the data and let these points form k − m new single point clusters, by which a better solution can be produced. So the optimum solution always satisfies Ax = e and N i=1 x i = k. Note that the solutions are not always the same if the indicator matrix A does not contain the total subsets of the data.
The formula of the set partition problem is a 0-1 integer programming which can be inverted into the general linear programming problem by relaxing the variable x. Then we can use many optimization algorithms for linear programming to solve it and obtain the relaxed solution which needs to be fixed to 0 or 1. However, when the number of data is big, the size of the matrix A increases exponentially. It is impossible to store the matrix A, not to mention obtaining the optimal solution. Based on the set partition problem, we present a set-covering problem and propose a manifold regularized setcovering method named Structure Cluster Ensemble (SCE) for clustering. Next we will give the formulation of the setcovering problem.
B. Problem Formulation
Given some initial clustering results, we aim to perform cluster ensemble to improve the performance of clustering. However, generally speaking, the given initial clusters only represent a part of subsets of the original data. So we cannot directly employ the optimization formulation of the above set partition problem to perform cluster ensemble. Fortunately, the formulation can be modified to serve for cluster ensemble. In fact, we can perform cluster ensemble by solving a special set-covering problem and further performing the subsequent postprocessing. As we all know, given a set of elements (called the universe) and a set S of N sets whose union equals the universe, the general set covering problem is to identify the smallest subset of S whose union equals the universe. If the set of all the initial clusters is looked on as the set S, and the k final clusters as the smallest subset of S, then we can obtain a special set-covering problem with a constraint on the number of subsets of S.
As described in the previous subsection, the optimal solution to the set partition problem does not change if the first equality is relaxed to inequality. Furthermore, if the clusters C i and C j are similar, the corresponding values x i and x j in the solution x should be the same. For the clusters C i and C j , we use their cluster centers to represent them, and consequently employ heat kernel to calculate their similarity A ij defined by
where m i and m j represent the cluster center of C i and C j respectively, and σ is a constant. With the above defined similarity A ij , we can deduce the following formula
.,q is the adjacent matrix, q is the number of initial clusters, D is a diagonal matrix whose each entry is row (or column, because A is symmetric matrix) sum of A, denoted as
which is called graph Laplacian [49] , [50] . It has been well studied in manifold learning that the graph Laplacian can effectively capture the manifold structure lying in the data [30] , [51] . Therefore, the similar clusters may have the same values in the solution x by minimizing J. Incorporating this manifold regularization into the set partition problem leads to our structure cluster ensemble method. Additionally, we take the discriminative information among the raw data into account with a limitation on the inter-class distance which follows the cluster criterion of keeping high dispersion degree between clusters. So we can obtain a manifold regularized set-covering problem with a discriminative constraint. Our objective function is formularized as
where A B contains only the clusters that have been obtained by the initial clustering algorithms, c([A B ] i ) is the cost of the i-th column in the matrix A B , β is a weight factor to balance the effects of two terms, d i represents the minimum distance of the i-th cluster in matrix A B with other clusters in the initial clustering results, and η is the cut-off factor to limit the sum of the minimum distance of clusters in the solution.
Note that x ∈ R q is the solution vector including binary values 0 and 1. The value of the i-th element in x equals to 1 if the corresponding cluster is chosen and 0 otherwise. In order to keep the similar clusters with the same value in the solution x, we construct a Laplacian matrix L measured by using the similarity between the initial cluster centers. Furthermore, the Laplacian regularization is added to the objective function for maintaining the manifold structure of the raw data. In other words, the second term in equation (4) is a Laplacian regularization term which is designed for capturing the structure information. Besides, the first constraint may result in overlapping clusters in the final solution. To deal with this situation, we can use any overlaps removal techniques to ensure each point belongs to only one cluster. In this paper, we assign the point appearing in more than one cluster to their nearest cluster center. The second constraint means that the number of final clusters is k. In the third constraint, we aim to make sure the dispersion degree of final clusters is not too small. It can be considered as a discriminative constraint. For simplicity, we adopt the summation of minimum distances between the initial clusters instead of final clusters to represent the dispersion degree of the final clusters. In this way, this discriminative constraint can be simplified as a linear one, which will reduce the computational complexity of solving the set-covering problem. The following part gives the framework of our SCE algorithm. 
C. SCE algorithm
In this subsection, we will present our proposed Structure Cluster Ensemble (SCE) algorithm to perform data partitioning. Particularly, we first use the clustering algorithm MMDA to obtain the initial clusters, and then solve our proposed setcovering problem (4) . Finally, we perform the postprocessing to adjust the solution for satisfying the demand of data partitioning. These steps will be described in more detail below.
1) Initial Clustering: At the first step of our SCE algorithm, we employ MMDA, a common method to generate the initial cluster centers for improving the performance of the traditional K-means algorithm, to produce the individual partitions. MMDA can be regarded as a week clustering algorithm and has low time complexity which can save much time during generating the initial clustering results. In order to increase the diversity of the initial partitions, we set different number of clusters that are close to the final number of clusters for different clustering results. The main steps of MMDA are given below: 1) Set the number of clusters k and choose one point from dataset X randomly as the first center c 1 . 2) For each point, we find its nearest neighbor from the centers we have already chosen and record the distance between them denoted by D(x). 
4) Repeat
Step 2 and 3 until the number of centers is k. 5) Find the nearest neighbor from the set {c 1 , c 2 , ..., c k } for each x ∈ X and update cluster centers. A clustering result P = {C 1 , C 2 , ..., C k } is obtained.
Then we can obtain different clustering results by changing the value of k. From the above steps, we can see that the MMDA algorithm aims to keep cluster centers with large distance which usually leads to the cluster centers locating in the edge of the data. Fig. 2 gives a demonstration of MMDA dealing with fourgauss data set. Although the MMDA algorithm can not give a good performance on a single clustering result, it has the low time complexity O(nk) and we can use our cluster ensemble method to produce a final clustering result with high quality.
2) Ensemble Method: After obtaining the initial clustering results, we formulate the set-covering problem. During solving the set-covering problem, a 0-1 integer quadratic programming problem, we relax the integer constraint of the solution vector with x i ∈ [0, 1] and use the interior point convex algorithm to solve this problem. Due to that the solution of the formulation (4) may contain overlapping clusters, we execute the step of Adjusting solution which is given below to obtain a feasible clustering result P . Considering that the result P is often not a local minimum solution, iteration optimization method is employed to optimize the clustering result P and obtain a better performance P . Then we expand the clusters of P and P into a clusters set P and add the clusters of P , P and P to the indicator matrix A B . Afterwards, we can update the set-covering problem and obtain a more efficient clustering result. Repeat the above steps until the relative error is less than the threshold value. The whole framework of our SCE algorithm is presented in Fig.  3 which shows the main procedure of Ensemble Method. The following gives the detailed description of Adjusting solution, Iteration optimization and Expansion of the clusters.
Adjusting solution: For the solutionx, we rank the elements of the vectorx in descending order and set the first k values to one, others to zero. After that, we can obtain k clusters which may have overlaps. To solve this problem, we assign the point appearing in more than one cluster to their nearest cluster centers and make the unlabel points belong to the clusters with nearest distance. And then we can obtain a feasible solution P .
Iteration optimization: Firstly, we regard the solution P as the initial cluster centers and use the traditional K-means algorithm to cluster the original data. Then iteration optimization method, a single-move steepest descent algorithm [52] , is applied for the solution produced by K-means and obtain a local minimum solution P .
Expansion of the clusters: For each cluster C i in the solution P and P , we make a small disturbance for C i by adding a point that is not in cluster and has the smallest distance from the cluster center and removing a point that is the member of cluster and has the largest distance from the cluster center. We then create a new set P containing partial subsets of the data: S contains all members in the cluster C i except up to the i-th farthest point from the cluster center. Suggested by Christou's work [34] , we set the value of ω to 10.
Algorithm 1 summarizes the whole steps of the SCE algorithm. For the raw data X, we first utilize MMDA to produce Algorithm 1 Structural cluster ensemble Input: X, the data set k, the number of clusters Output: P * , the final solution Processing:
1) Use the base clustering algorithm MMDA to produce the initial clustering results and obtain the indicator matrix A B 2) Construct and solve the objective function with a side constraint:
3) For the solution x of SCE, we use the step of Adjust solution to obtain a feasible solution P 4) Use iteration optimization to produce a new local minimum solution P 5) Call expansion of the clusters to expand the clusters of P and P for obtaining a new clusters set P 6) Add all clusters of the union P ∪P ∪P to the indicator matrix A B 7) Repeat Steps 2-6 until the solution satisfies the convergence criteria initial clustering results with different number of clusters. Then we solve the set-covering problem and use a series of optimizing procedures to obtain a local minimum solution. Finally, we expand the indicator matrix and acquire the final solution in an iterative approach. Note that our proposed method converges quickly, and in many cases, it can reach the local optimization solution after iterations.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we will apply our proposed SCE algorithm on ten datasets consisting of five low-dimensional datasets and five high-dimensional image datasets to demonstrate its effectiveness. We first describe the experimental settings in the following subsection.
A. Experimental Settings 1) Data Set: To effectively verify our proposed method, we in our experiments use ten datasets presented in Table I .
Gauss60 is a synthetic data set with 60 clusters. u1060 and pcb3038 datasets [53] , [54] were used in the experiments of Christou's work [34] comparing with other clustering algorithms. We adopt these two datasets for comparing with the EXAMCE algorithm and any other popular clustering algorithms using their available datasets. Wine is a popular data set for cluster analysis with three clusters. SIFT is part of sift descriptors extracted from Oxford building used in image retrieval [4] , [55] , [56] .
USPS is a handwritten digit database. FEI, Yale, PIE and Olivettifaces are face databases which are widespread benchmarks for algorithms in machine learning. We use these five high dimensional image datasets to verify the effectiveness of our SCE algorithm in capturing the manifold structure of dataset. USPS contains 9298 16×16 handwritten digit images in total. FEI data set has 700 pictures of 50 individuals, and each person has 14 images. Yale face [57] database contains 165 gray images of 15 different human faces with different pose, angle and illumination. PIE database [58] has faces of 68 people with more than ten thousand images which is a large dataset for clustering analysis. Olivettifaces [59] has total 400 grayscale faces images with 10 individuals. Fig. 4 is partial images of these five datasets.
2) Evaluation Criterion:
In our experiments, we use the Minimum Sum-of-Squares Clustering (MSSC) criterion to (4) is the squares error of the i-th cluster in matrix A B . In fact, the MSSC value is the sum-of-squared distances from each entity to the centroid of the final cluster to which it belongs. The formulation of the MSSC criterion is given below.
and C = {C 1 , C 2 , ..., C k } is the final clusters. Note that, the smaller the MSSC value is, the better performance the ensemble cluster method achieves.
3) Parameter Setting: To increase the diversity in initial clustering results, we run the MMDA algorithm with different number of clusters K, where K = k − τ, ..., k − 1, k, k + 1, ..., k + τ , and τ is set as k 10 suggested by Christou's work [34] .
In order to find a suitable M (the number of initial clustering results), we conduct a parameter experiment on Gauss60 and Olivettifaces datasets. Gauss60 is a synthetic dataset which is common used in cluster analysis. Olivettifaces is a real one with the highest dimension of our datasets. We use these two representative datasets to find a reasonable M . Table II shows the corresponding experiment results that the first row represents the different value of M . As we can see from the table, when the value of k is 5 or 10, different M have almost the same performance. But along with the increasing of k, setting M = 30 can usually give a better result and have a stable performance. Considering the time complexity of solving SCE problem and the performance of the final clustering result, we obtain 30 individual clustering results in all our experiments.
Our objective function has two essential parameters: β and η. The parameter β is a weight factor to balance the effects of two terms. In order to choose an appropriate value, we test the parameter β on Wine and Yale data sets. The range of β is chosen from 10 −2 to 10 3 . The corresponding number of clusters is selected as 5. Fig. 5 gives the experimental results. Note that our method can obtain a satisfactory performance when β belongs to [0.5, 0.7]. For simplicity, we choose the average β = 0.6 in all the experiments. The parameter η is a cut-off factor to keep high dispersion degree between clusters. In fact, d i in equation (4) represents the minimum distance of the i-th cluster in matrix A B with other clusters in the initial clustering results. We construct the third constraint in order to make the summation of their d i be larger than η. To estimate the value of η, we need to estimate the minimum distance of a random cluster with others. For solving this problem, we calculate the minimum value of interclass distances in a single clustering result, denoted by θ, and regard θ as the estimated value. Considering that the number of clusters is k, we can set η having the same order of magnitudes with kθ.
4) The convergence analysis of SCE: We begin by stating why the solution by Algorithm 1 is a feasible solution to optimization problem in equation (4) . From the optimization problem defined in equation (4), we can see it is an integer non-linear programming problem which is NP-hard and difficult to find the solution. In order to solve the equation (4) efficiently, we relax the integer constraint of the solution vector with x i ∈ [0, 1]. Although the solution of relaxation version is not a feasible solution to formula (4), the step of Adjusting solution in Algorithm 1 can be used to obtain a feasible solution. For the solution of relaxation version, we first rank the elements of the solution in descending order and set the first k values in which the corresponding d i are bigger than η/k to one, others to zero. After that, a binary solution is obtained and the number of clusters is equal to k. Moreover, the summation of d i that we chose is no less than η. So the second, third and fourth constraints of the formula (4) are satisfied. For now, the clusters may have overlaps and not contain all the points, which mean some points belong to more than one cluster and some points have no label. In order to solve this problem, we assign the points appearing in more than one cluster to their nearest cluster and make the unassigned points belong to the cluster with nearest distance. Finally, the first constraint is also satisfied and a feasible solution of the formula (4) is obtained. So the solution produced by Algorithm 1 is the solution to optimization problem in equation (4).
Next we will give the detailed convergence analysis. In Algorithm 1, Step 2 uses the interior point convex algorithm to solve the equation (5) vertical coordinate is the MSSC value. From Fig. 6 , we can see that the MSSC value is stable when the number of iteration is bigger than 10 on both of the data sets. In our experiments, Algorithm 1 will be stopped when the relative error of the MSSC values of successive two iterations is less than 0.5% or the number of iteration is bigger than a given integer (50 is enough in our experiments).
B. Performance and Comparisons
In this subsection, we first conduct a preliminary experiment on Gauss60 dataset for demonstrating the performance of our proposed method. Considering the traditional K-means method is a popular clustering algorithm in many clustering analysis task and is suitable for clustering Gaussian data, we also give the clustering results of K-means on Guass60. Table III gives the corresponding MSSC values, and it shows that our method obtains the best clustering result for all the cases. Fig. 7 demonstrates the relative error of K-means with our method. The positive values in Fig. 7 represent the improvement of our method compared to K-means. From Fig. 7 , it can be obviously seen that our method achieves better performance than K-means, especially when k belongs to [20, 60] .
To further demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed SCE algorithm, we first compare it on the u1060 and pcb3038 datasets with six representative clustering algorithms, including J-Means, Variable Neighborhood Searching (VNS+), Genetic Algorithm Using Hyper-Quadtrees (GAUHQ), Scatter Search (SS), Deterministic Annealing (DA) and EXAMCE. Table IV shows their clustering results. J-Means and VNS+ were proposed by Hansen's work. The J-Means algorithm [52] is a local search heuristic for MSSC that adds a new cluster center with a non-centroid point in the data and deletes a cluster center closed to this point for increasing the probability of improving the performance of clustering result. Then KMeans, H-Means, or some other heuristic methods can be used to optimize the solution. VNS [60] is a simple and effective metaheuristic algorithm for combinatorial optimization following a local search routine. It always finds the neighborhood of the current solution and jumps from the current result to a new solution if and only if an improvement was made. The VNS+ algorithm replaces J-Means at the local search step with the J-Means+ heuristic. The GAUHQ algorithm [53] uses the genetic algorithm to evolve centers in the K-means algorithm and represents the set of centers with a hyper-quadtree constructed on the data. It can find good initial centers and has ability to obtain the global optimum for data sets. SS [54] can be regarded as a combinatorial method that combines subsets in the reference set and obtain new solutions. SS utilizes procedures based on different methods, such as Local Search, Tabu Search, GRASP or Path Relinking. For small numbers of clusters, it always obtain a good performance. The DA [61] algorithm is available for clustering, compression, classification and related optimization problems. DA has the features of avoiding many poor local optimum and being appropriate for different structures. The columns of 3 to 6 show the best published results of J-Means, VNS+, GAUHQ, and SS methods on the two benchmark data sets u1060 and pcb3038. The column "DA" and "EXAMCE" show the results reported in the Christou's work. The experimental results of the SCE algorithm are presented in the final column. For the data set u1060, our method can obtain the best results except that the value of k is 30. Compare with the EXAMCE method, our results gives the same or ever better performance for the different number of cluster centers. For the pcb3038 data set, the SCE algorithm shows good performance in that 4 out of 5 total cases and only in the case of k = 50, it finds a worse result than the EXAMCE algorithm. The VNS+ algorithm gives high quality results on the u1060 data set. GAUHQ and SS can work well for some cases. The J-Means and DA algorithm do not perform as well as the other algorithms. From an overall perspective, our method can obtain the best performance on these two data sets. Furthermore, to verify the effectiveness of our method in capturing the manifold structure of the raw data, we test our proposed SCE on the other seven datasets, and compare it with K-means, K-means++ [62] , CSPA, HGPA, MCLA, Evidence Accumulation (EAC) [39] , Embedding-based Approach (EBA) [63] and EXAMCE. The K-means and K-means++ are the single-run algorithms, and the others are cluster ensemble methods. The K-means++ algorithm chooses the initial cluster centers using a probabilistic model for keeping the centers with large distance and then the K-means algorithm is applied starting with the initial centers to find the final solution. CSPA, HGPA and MCLA have been introduced in related work. EAC is a kind of co-association method. The EBA method transfers the initial clustering results into vector space and uses the concept of means of clustering to produce the consensus clustering result. For the K-means and K-means++ algorithm, we run 100 times for each method and choose the best result as their MSSC values. Table V and VI give the experimental results on SIFT, Wine, handwritten digit database and face data sets.
From Table V , we can see that our method can obtain the best clustering results in all situations for Wine and USPS datasets. For the SIFT dataset, our method obtains a better result in 4 out of 6 total cases. As shown in Table VI , our algorithm gives strictly better performance for FEI than the other methods in 6 out of 7 total cases and has the same MSSC value with the K-means algorithm and MCLA when the value of k equals to 5. For the Yale dataset, the SCE algorithm can still achieve the best clustering result with different values of k. For PIE, we randomly sample a subset from original images and conduct clustering algorithm on this subset. After obtaining cluster centers, we cluster all images in PIE data set into k clusters by finding the nearest neighbor for every image and calculate the corresponding MSSC value. Although other clustering algorithms obtain the best solution for some cases, our method gives better quality solutions through balancing all solutions which means the SCE algorithm can still capture the manifold structure for big data set. For the Olivettifaces dataset, our method outperform the other methods for all cases except for the situation of k = 40 where the MSSC value of our method is a bit larger than the result of EXAMCE.
Although we run the K-means and K-means++ algorithm for many times and take the best solution as their MSSC values, K-means and K-means++ method give the poor clustering result for almost all the data sets. For other ensemble cluster methods, they can give a better performance for some cases. From the results in Table V and VI, we can see that our proposed SCE is effective to capture the manifold structure of the data. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the relative error (RE) of our method with the best result of other algorithms based on the value in Table V and VI. Let R 1 represents the MSSC value of our method and R 2 represents the best value of other algorithms. Then the formula of RE (%) is given by RE = (R 2 − R 1 )/R 2 × 100. Since the lower MSSC value means better solution, we use the formula of R 2 − R 1 in numerator for showing the improvement with positive value. From Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , we can see the similar results in a more intuitive style. Horizontal ordinate represents the different numbers of clusters and vertical coordinate denotes the relative error. Positive values represent our method outperforms the other methods. It is clear to find that our method obtains in 27 cases better quality results comparing to other methods and is slightly worse only 7 times. For the Wine data set, our SCE algorithm is more than 1 percent better than the second best MSSC value for k = 10. Our method obtains much higher value on the FEI data set. Fig. 10 shows partial visualization results on face databases. The image with red tag means that it is assigned to a wrong cluster rather than the cluster to which it belongs.
Finally, we use clustering accuracy (AC) [64] to further evaluate the effectiveness of our method on the labeled data sets. Due to space limitation, we choose Yale and USPS as the experimental datasets. Table VII gives the corresponding clustering results. Note that our method gives the best performance in 6 out of 9 total cases. For other three cases, our method obtains the second best results which are a slightly lower than the best results. So the experimental results show the effectiveness of our method for the labeled data sets.
C. Computational Complexity
The time cost of each cluster ensemble method consists of those of computing the initial clustering results and combining them. In the first stage, we use MMDA to produce the initial clustering results. The time complexity of MMDA is O(nkr), where n is the number of data points, k is the number of cluster centers and r is the number of initial clustering results. The second stage is to combine the initial clustering results and further produce the final result. The mainly time cost of the second stage is to solve the equation (5) . During solving the problem (5), we adopt the interior point convex algorithm which is an iterative method with time cost O(krt 1 ), where t 1 is the number of iterations. Because Algorithm 1 needs to reconstruct the objective function and repeat the step of solving the problem (5), the time complexity of the second stage is O(krt 1 t 2 ), where t 2 is the iterations of solving the problem (5). Therefore, the time complexity of our method is O(nkr + krt 1 t 2 ).
Table VIII reports the time complexity of our SCE method and other representative ensemble clustering methods. The time complexity of initial clustering in the other six cluster ensemble methods is O(nktr) due to that all of them adopt Kmeans or K-means++ to produce the initial clustering results. However, our SCE method uses MMDA in the initial clustering step. So our method has a lower time cost in producing the initial results. Besides, it can be seen that CSPA, HGPA, MCLA and EBA are slower and can be impractical for a lager n. For EAC, it is apparently slower than our SCE method when max{t 1 , t 2 } < min{k, r}. For EXAMCE, t 3 is the iterations of iterative optimization algorithm and t 4 is the iterations of solving its objective function for finding the final result. So, its time complexity is lower than SCE in the second stage. However, the whole time cost of EXAMCE and SCE depends on the specific values of t 1 ∼ t 4 . 
V. CONCLUSION
By investigating cluster ensemble, we in this paper propose a Structural Cluster Ensemble (SCE) algorithm for data partitioning formulated as a set-covering problem. Firstly, the Max-Min Distance Algorithm (MMDA) is employed to obtain different initial clustering results which has a low time complexity. So our SCE method has a lower time cost in producing the initial results. Then, we construct a Laplacian regularized objective function for capturing the structure information among clusters. So the close clusters on a manifold can keep the same values in the solution. Furthermore, we incorporate the discriminative information into our proposed objective function. It can guarantee the clusters we chosen have high dispersion degree which follows the cluster criterion. Therefore, our proposed method is capable of obtaining a high quality fusion clustering result. Finally, we compare our method with thirteen representative methods. Experimental results on ten popular data sets reveal that our proposed SEC algorithm is effective and robust, especially for image datasets.
